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1. Preface  
This guide is intended for Caregivers. 

You (the Caregiver) can register patients, measure vitals, take notes, assign doctors, manage 
consultations, and also enable video and print prescription. 

2. Registration and Screening 

2.1 Patient entry and patient ID 

Open the installed Healthkon App on the mobile/Tab. The Healthkon SIGN IN in page opens. Enter your 
log in ID and password. 

  

Click Login. The default page appears. 

Intentionally left blank



 

On the left panel, below the Dashboard and Patients, select USB or WiFi as applicable. 

 

 

On the left panel click Dashboard. 



The patient registration form comes up and the caregiver must fill in the patient details in the respective 
fields.  

 

The caregiver must also upload any supporting documents and reports. 

Save the changes by clicking Save. 

A Healthkon ID will be automatically generated for the new patient and displayed in the patient list. 



2.2 Screening 
The patient form continues as a questionnaire (below); it helps screen and identify potential cases of 
COVID-19 cases, and routes the information to the hospital’s command center, through the reports 
module, for further action and treatment. 



3. Remote Monitoring 

3.1 Patient examination commencement 

Select the tab on the left (highlighted in orange) . In the menu that opens, select “Patients”. 

 

        

The patient list with Patient ID, name, consultation status and consultation report will be shown. Select the 
registered patient from the list.  






3.2 Measuring patient vitals with the DigIT 01 diagnostic device 

The screen will show the patient details in the centre with the workflow tab on the left side (small orange 
oval) and patient vitals tab on the right side (small orange oval). The patient vitals tab is expanded on the 
right (large orange oval). 

 



Click the play buttons for ECG, SPO2, TEMP and NIBP to commence measurement of these vitals 
(highlighted, large orange oval). 

For instance, upon clicking the play button for ECG, the instrument will begin acquiring the ECG data, and 
Arrhythmias, if any, will show up on the top right panel (below).  

 



3.3 Patient vitals measured using auxiliary screening device  

Glucose levels and Stethescope readings are measured using an auxiliary device and fed into the 
Sanjivani platform. 

Saved values of Blood Glucose are shown on clicking the GLUCOSE tab. 

 

 



The saved audio file of stethoscope will be displayed on clicking the STETH tab. Play the file by choosing 
‘Original’, ‘Heart’ or ‘Lung’ tab as required.  

 

To save the vitals, click SAVE icon on the last tab on the vitals panel. 

 

 



3.4 Notes  
The caregiver may take notes regarding the patient in the space provided. 

 

After entering the notes, click the “Save” tab on bottom right corner to upload the notes. A message 
indicating “Notes updated successfully” will be seen.  

 



4. Telehealth 

4.1 Selecting Doctor and Starting Consultation  
Click the ‘Select Doctor’ tab. Drop down list of doctors will be seen. Select the designated doctor 
and then Click ‘Start Consultation’ tab. 

 



4.2 Trends/ Patient vitals history 

Clicking the Trends tab shows the historical vitals data with date-time stamps (below).  

Clicking the ECG link in the report (above, highlighted) shows the corresponding ECG image. 



 Clicking on the links SPO2, NIBP, Glucose and Steth will bring up the other respective histories. 

 

 



Example 1: Pulse rate and oxygen saturation history 

 

Example 2: Blood pressure history 

 



Example 3: Previous STETH files (history) can be played by clicking the relevant link. 

 

 



4.3 Video Call 

 Click the Video Call tab to commence video consultation with doctor (Orange oval). 

A pop-up screen with message ‘Do you want to Record this Consultation?’ will be displayed. Select ‘Yes’ 
or ‘No’ as needed. Full screen video with controls on the right side will be seen. 

 



Touch the last video icon with + sign (symbol number 3) to add the doctor to video consultation 

         

Mute buttons for speaker and microphone are seen (4) and may be used as needed. 

Toggle the video icon to stop or start the video (5). 

Toggle the camera icon with horizontal arrow to switch between front and rear camera (6). 

Use the aeroplane icon to send mail for another person to join video by entering their email ID and then 
touching ‘SEND’ (7). 

Toggle the topmost icon (8) to switch between Picture-in-Picture (PIP) mode and normal video mode. 

To end video, touch the last icon (telephone handset) on the right side. 



4.4 Patient report and prescription 

After the doctor has completed the consultation, go to the ‘Patients’ tab. Click the icon under 
‘Consultation Report’. 

 

 View of the consultation report.  

To print the prescription, click the printer icon in the ‘Print’ column of the consultation report. 



5. Care-giver account management 

5.1 Edit Profile/Log Out 

Click the circled humanoid icon on the top right corner. 




‘Edit’ and ‘Logout’ tabs appear (Orange oval). 

 






Click the ‘Edit’ tab to change your password. Click ‘Update’ to register the new password. 

 

To exit from the page without logging out, Click the ‘x’ icon on top right corner. 

 

 

To log out of the Healthkon Sanjivani app, Click ‘Logout’. 
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